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I was born within a topography 
where natural elements such as granite 
and fertile land were combined with 
precise concrete elements.



We shall not let software and hardware take 
away our natural gifts and skills. Architects will 
remain architects. 
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The ‘Trojan Egg’ is the first stage of the OVO 
Project. The purpose of this wooden Egg is to create 
a void, to unveil a new dimension and through it, 
enhance mystery. Mystery is a condition that is 
very close to disappearing from our civilization. We 
consider this concept one of the main reasons for 
life; therefore, the Egg is the dimension we have 
chosen to express it.
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Concrete as a material is the choice. 
Dense and heavy, it can be plastic, highly 
flexible and quite adaptable to any context. 
In this sense it becomes extremely light, 
synchronized with our thoughts and pencils, 
enabling ideas to become concrete.
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A cross-section in architecture 
plays a role akin to that of an anatomy 
lesson. It reveals all and speaks out 
for truth. 
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Blue gives us the magic of endless 
perception.
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OVO / SEMENTE – EGG / SEED

The Egg occupies the original place, the point of departure for a house 
which is not really a house. Much like the crypt of a cathedral, it is here 
that the underlying roots of the entire construction take life. At its centre, 
a sculpture floats, a light, restless plume. This Egg is neither a fixed nor a 
finishing point, it is a point of departure, the beginning of everything.
The Seed that lives within is the origin of life and nonlife, death and 
non-death, everything that is ephemeral and greater than we are. Expectant 
and immobile, in this space where nothing is born and nothing dies, it waits 
for us. We arrive at its presence after crossing the darkness by following 
the light that will welcome us. Here, time is suspended, we remain unborn 
until we return to the darkness. 



O Ovo ocupa o lugar original, o ponto de partida de uma casa que não 
é, verdadeiramente, uma casa. Tal como na cripta de uma catedral, é aqui 
que nascem as raízes subterrâneas de toda a construção. No seu centro, 
flutua uma escultura, leve pluma inquieta. Este Ovo não é um ponto fixo 
nem de chegada, é um ponto de partida, o início de tudo. A Semente que 
o habita origina a vida e a não-vida, a morte e a não-morte, tudo o que é 
efémero e maior do que nós. Expectante e imóvel, neste espaço onde nada 
nasce nem nada morre, ela aguarda-nos. Chegamos à sua presença depois 
de atravessarmos a escuridão, perseguindo a luz que nos vai acolher. Aqui 
o tempo está em suspensão, permanecemos não-nascidos até regressarmos 
à obscuridade

Rui Chafes
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A house inside a house gives 
you the needed protection from our 
noisy lives and allows you to find 
peace and inner freedom.
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The in-between has to have the required 
density which allows the I and us to coexist 
in space and time.
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New dimensions have the capacity to 
transform our soul. 

I´m interested in achieving materiality 
through immateriality.
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Concrete

The challenge is right now, and urgent, 
to work to reduce the ecological footprint 
of this amazing material.

Jorge Nunes da Silva
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Concrete produces x amount of 
CO2 in its extraction, z amount of 
CO2 in its production, y amount of 
CO2 in its construction and then it 
becomes eternal, without any other 
collateral damage. This unique 
condition can set us free.






